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Thanks to the staff and board of Calgary Learns who all contributed
to the 2010 LOLA honoraria and event.

Thanks to our major event sponsor,
Bunch Projects, for their generous
contribution to the 2010 LOLA awards.

LOLA
in recognition of outstanding contributors
to lifelong learning in Calgary!
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About the LOLAs

In 2000, Calgary Learns presented the first Life of Learning Awards as a way to honour outstanding
contributors to lifelong learning in Calgary. These awards, affectionately known as the LOLAs, are
presented annually in three categories:
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• An adult learner who has achieved outstanding results in a non-credit,
part-time adult education setting.
• A facilitator or instructor of non-credit, part-time adult education who has
shown exceptional skill, creativity and understanding.
• A program designer or director who has made extraordinary and innovative
contributions to the promotion, advancement and development of lifelong
learning in Calgary.
LOLA recipients are nominated by their peers and chosen from a field of dedicated adult learning
champions. During a special awards ceremony held each spring, winners receive our traditional LOLA
award, a unique hand-carved and polished serpentine stone sculpture from Zimbabwe.

LOLA
By learning you will teach;
by teaching you will understand.
Latin Proverb

Meet the Winners…
Calgary Learns takes great pleasure in honoring the commitment and courage of our award recipients,
34 inspiring Calgarians who have found their own way to make a difference.
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Learning never exhausts the mind.
Leonardo da Vinci
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Sufia Chowdhury

Linda Faulkner

Dr. Tricia Donovan

Adult Learner

Instructor/Facilitator

Designer/Director

Sufia Chowdhury pursues
her own goals while
becoming a learning
leader in her community.

Linda Faulkner: inspired
and inspirational. She
finds innovative ways to
engage multi-barriered
learners.

Tricia Donovan is a
visionary in the field of
online learning, helping
all learners in Alberta
access education.

An engaging and energetic
instructor; Linda Faulkner takes
on the challenge of helping
multi- barriered refugee and
immigrant women in her role at
the Calgary Immigrant Women’s
Association (CIWA). Effectively
engaging these learners requires
a special skill set but Linda is up
to the challenge. She creatively
combines crafts, music, dance,
exercise and everyday activities
such as cooking with literacy
learning. In her own words Linda
is inspired by the “dedication and
commitment” of her students.
It is clear from her enthusiasm
and innovative approach to
instruction, she is also an
inspiration.

As the Executive Director of
eCampusAlberta, Tricia Donovan
has played a key leadership role
in bringing together a consortium
of 15 Alberta post-secondary
institutions and developing a
revolutionary way of delivering
education across Alberta. Tricia’s
commitment to the value of
online education and dedication
to creating learning opportunities
for students has been crucial
to the success of this initiative.
Tricia is a truly dedicated and
visionary educator committed to
delivering learning in new ways.

A wonderful example of learning
in action, Sufia Chowdhury began
taking classes to improve her
English after coming to Canada
from Bangladesh. Sufia soon
blossomed in her new learning
environment. She became a star
student and encouraged others
in her neighborhood to attend
classes with her. Sufia has also
become a role model to her four
children three of whom are girls,
finding the balance between
observing her faith, traditions and
values, growing as an individual
and inspiring learning in her
community.

Sufia Chowdhury (top)
Linda Faulkner (middle)
Tricia Donovan (bottom)
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One may walk over the highest
mountain one step at a time.
John Wanamaker
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Patricia Kingsbury

Fenna Schaapman

Phyllis Regier

Adult Learner

Instructor/Facilitator

Designer/Director

Patricia Kingsbury is
proud to have raised four
kids on her own. Now in
her fifties, she is well on
her way to finishing high
school.

Fenna Schaapman’s
workshops help women
claim their voices, tell
their stories and make
profound changes.

Phyllis Regier sets the
banner high, opening her
door to staff and students
alike.

In 2006 Pat enrolled in the Never
Too Late Program, which helps
adult learners study for and
pass their General Equivalency
Diploma (GED) exams. Her hard
work has since paid off. Starting
with a grade 5 education, Pat
has only her math exam left to
pass. Bright, determined and an
inspiration to students half her
age, Pat is following her lifelong
learning goal. And succeeding!

Patricia Kingsbury (top)
Fenna Schaapman (middle)
Phyllis Regier (bottom)

Combining conventional and
creative approaches, Fenna
Schaapman leads holistic
workshops at the Youville
Women’s Residence for women
overcoming addiction. Her unique
skill set includes training in
nutrition, kinesiology, acupressure
and addiction studies. Fenna
also draws from close-to-home
learning solutions by assisting
her son complete school despite
his visual perception learning
disability. Guided by an absolute
belief that everyone can learn
and achieve, Fenna helps others
believe in themselves and see
learning in a new way.

As the ESL Program Manager at
Chinook Learning Services, Phyllis
Regier is described as inclusive,
open-minded, flexible, actionoriented and innovative. Through
extraordinary collaboration,
leadership and vision, Phyllis
has created an ESL program that
is respected by adult students
and professional educators
throughout Calgary. Deeply
committed to her work, Phyllis
goes above and beyond to create
a truly exceptional learning
environment for all those she
works with.
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Explore your mind, discover yourself,
then give the best that is in you
to your age and to your world.
Wilferd A. Peterson
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Rowshon ana Sheuly

Brenda Henley

Belle Auld

Adult Learner

Instructor/Facilitator

Designer/Director

New Canadian Rowshon
ana Sheuly is spreading
the word—choose to keep
learning and anything is
possible!

Brenda Henley draws
from a bottomless toolkit
of facilitation skills to
help parents expand
what’s possible for their
families.

Belle Auld has devoted her
career to helping adults
with disabilities succeed.

When Rowshon ana Sheuly
and her family emigrated from
Bangladesh, her lack of English
made it tough to step out her
door. Family literacy classes
changed everything. Now a
part-time worker, volunteer,
student and mom to three kids,
Rowshon can also add “teacher”
to her list of accomplishments.
An inspiration and role model,
Rowshon leads one of the
programs she took herself just a
few years ago with the Further
Education Society of Alberta.

Brenda Henley is a gifted parent
educator—and passionate for her
work. At Families Matter, Brenda
creatively designs and teaches
positive strategies that are useful
for everyday parenting struggles.
Brenda creates responsive
classrooms where parents from
all backgrounds can pull together,
openly explore their issues and
learn from each other. Known for
her extraordinary people skills
and versatile teaching techniques,
Brenda inspires parents to be the
best they can be.

Belle Auld’s mission: to build and
improve learning possibilities for
adults with disabilities. Belle has
a gift for helping to keep students
interested and excited about literacy
and learning. A literacy advocate
throughout her career, Belle now
coordinates the Bow Valley College’s
Speech Assisted Reading and Writing
Program (SARAW). By dedicating
herself to improving the way
services are delivered to learners,
Belle is recognized with creating one
of the strongest SARAW programs
in Canada.

Rowshon ana Sheuly (top)
Brenda Henley (middle)
Belle Auld (bottom)
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Dreams are the touchstones
of our character.
Henry David Thoreau
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Euphema Blake

Peter Cutting

Diane Hardy

Adult Learner

Instructor/Facilitator

Designer/Director

Euphema Blake proves
it’s never too late to read
your first book.

If you’re lucky enough
to have Peter Cutting as
your tutor, prepare to
laugh a lot—and to push
yourself to new heights!

Diane Hardy has an
impressive track record
in ESL innovation—and
her vision keeps growing.

After emigrating from Jamaica
in the early seventies and
successfully raising a family
here, Euphema Blake decided to
fulfill her lifelong dream and give
everything she had to learning to
read and write. Since joining the
Reading Advantage program at
the Calgary Public Library, there’s
been no stopping her. Euphema
now reads widely, adding her
voice to bible readings and hymn
sings at church. Her boundless
determination to keep learning
shows anything is possible.

Euphema Blake (top)
Peter Cutting (middle)
Diane Hardy (bottom)

For more than two decades
and over many hundreds of
hours serving as board member,
fundraiser and tutor, Peter
Cutting has been helping learners
achieve life skills through
improved literacy learning.
Described as funny, caring and
engaging, Peter now coaches
learners at the Calgary Public
Library. He shares his enthusiasm
through a creative and innovative
style of literacy coaching that
brings out the very best in others.

Diane Hardy is the coordinator
of half a dozen ESL programs at
Bow Valley College. Her pivotal
work to establish the Bridge
Program, a post high school ESL
literacy program, received the
2007 Mayor’s Excellence Award.
Diane leads the collaborative
development of a host of new
ESL resources in the area of
curriculum development,
professional development and
online development. A highly
committed educator, Diane is
willing to put incredible effort
into making a difference.
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If you can imagine it, you can achieve it;
if you can dream it, you can become it.
William Arthur Ward
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Dee-Ann Mercer

Jennifer Lippold

Laureen MacKenzie

Adult Learner

Instructor/Facilitator

Designer/Director

When Dee-Ann Mercer
lost her hearing, she
became a champion of
learning in others.

Jennifer Lippold’s
classrooms bring hope for
a better future

Commited to breaking
the intergenerational
pattern of low literacy,
Laureen MacKenzie is,
quite literally, part of the
solution.

After losing her hearing to a rare
disease, Dee-Ann Mercer enrolled
in an American Sign Language
(ASL) course at Deaf and Hard of
Hearing Services. More than a
passive student, Dee-Ann created
a study booklet that has since
become a useful companion study
guide for other learners. As she
continues learning and using
ASL, she generously donates her
time and resources so that other
families can also be successful.
Dee-Ann is a testimony to the
power of learning—and giving
back.

As a financial literacy facilitator
at MCC Employment Development
now known as Momentum,
Jennifer led programs for low
income Calgarians who learn
money management skills while
participating in matched savings
plans. Jennifer is a passionate
facilitator who, with kindness
and respect, helps her students
to find value in their skills and
experiences. Many people talk
of Jennifer’s approachability and
willingness to assist participants
during and after class. According
to those who work with her,
Jennifer strengthens both the
spirit and the capacity of adult
learners in Calgary.

Laureen MacKenzie knows—and
teaches—that every learner has a
story, everyone has something he or
she can contribute, and everyone’s
life experience should be valued.
As co-founder and co-executive
director of the Further Education
Society of Alberta (FESA), Laureen
is dedicated to strengthening
communities through family
learning. Laureen co-authored
FESA’s award winning Literacy and
Parenting Skills, a program that has
reached thousands across Canada.

Dee-Ann Mercer (top)
Jennifer Lippold (middle)
Laureen Mackenzie (bottom)
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Change and growth take place when a person
has risked himself and dares to become involved with experimenting with his own life.
Herbert Otto
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Greg MacIntyre (top)
Abbas Ali Behmanesh (middle)
Nancy Bain (bottom)

Greg MacIntyre

Abbas Ali Behmanesh

Nancy Bain

Adult Learner

Instructor/Facilitator

Designer/Director

To Greg MacIntyre, life is
about working through
the tough times, learning
from mistakes, constantly
growing—and then giving
back.

From the classroom to
the stage, Ali Behmanesh
goes the extra mile to
help deaf students feel
pride in their culture and
heritage.

Learning and development
coordinator Nancy Bain
believes we have to keep
growing long after our
formal schooling is done.

Greg MacIntyre has been a coal
miner, mortician, emergency
medical technician and
construction worker. When it
comes to learning and the study
of human behaviour, Greg refuses
to let potential barriers like
former addictions, cost, time or
travel get in his way. Greg became
a certified life skills instructor at
MCC Employment Development
now know as Momentum and an
instructor at the Mustard Seed,
Greg’s enthusiasm for learning
and life inspires students and
coworkers alike.

As a deaf learner himself, Ali
teaches by example. During his
time at Bow Valley College’s Deaf
and Hard of Hearing Unit, he
worked determinedly to create
a learning bridge to the hearing
world. Ali is the brainchild behind
a 2003 musical dance production,
a smashing success that raised
funds enabling students to
visit Gallaudet University
in Washington DC, the only
university in the world for deaf
and hard of hearing students.

A consummate adult learner,
Nancy Bain became one of the first
students to complete a master’s
degree in Continuing Education,
all while carrying out her valuable
work at the City of Calgary.
Nancy’s leadership has brought
about powerful e-learning and
traditional learning opportunities
for City staff that starts with their
initial orientation and continues
throughout their employment.
Nancy’s coworkers sing her praises
as they reap the benefits of growing
on the job and in their lives.
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If we all did the things we are capable of,
we would astound ourselves.
Thomas Edison
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Donald Patterson

Sharon Christie

Dr. Anne Price

Adult Learner

Instructor/Facilitator

Designer/Director

If you think it can’t be
done, just ask Donald
Patterson to share his
views.

Sharon Christie uses
compassion and creativity
to help women be the
best they can be.

Anne Price helps others to
become master teachers,
competent parents and
effective leaders.

Because of a speech difficulty,
Donald Patterson has always
struggled to be heard. In 2002
he decided to change that.
Motivated by his success learning
sign language, Donald built
a communication system by
creating a book of visual cues that
allows him to participate in dayto-day conversations. He’s also
learned how to use a voice output
communication device. Donald
is now a sought-after public
speaker, a testimony to the power
of possibility and determination.

Sharon Christie coordinates the
Grace Women’s Health Resources
Outreach Program, reaching
7,000 marginalized women and
facilitating more than 230 health
education presentations on topics
that include parenting, family
violence and woman’s health.
Whether she is working with
new Canadians or with women
living in poverty, in shelters, or
in conflict with the law, Sharon
meets learners where they
are and empowers them with
the knowledge they need to
make practical and life-altering
changes.

Anne Price, CEO of the Calgary
Learning Centre, is a true leader and
committed advocate of learning,
especially for those with learning
disabilities. Anne has developed
multiple resources for parents,
counselors and educators and is a
passionate supporter of educators in
training. Supporting the design and
implementation of programs such as
Parenting the AD/HD Child, Partners
for Learning and Life Strategies for
Adults with Attention Difficulties,
Anne’s role as prompter, facilitator,
guide and critical advisor is valued
by all who work with her.

Donald Patterson (top)
Sharon Christie (middle)
Anne Price (bottom)
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There are heroic possibilities
waiting to be discovered in every person.
Wilferd A. Peterson
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Philippe Gagnon

Ruth Bieber

Marnie Schaetti

Adult Learner

Instructor/Facilitator

Designer/Director

For Philippe Gagnon,
acting is a chance to let
his true self shine.

Artistic Director Ruth
Bieber, though legally
blind, is anything but
working in the dark.

Marnie Schaetti is
passionate about
supporting lifelong
learning and making
relevant information
accessible to everyone.

Philippe Gagnon is a committed,
dedicated and responsible
actor who gives 100 per cent
to the Inside Out Integrated
Theatre Project, a program for
participants with disabilities.
Philippe’s brain injury means
multiple challenges with motor
skills and speech, but he never
misses a beat, bringing his sense
of humour and invaluable life
experience to every performance.
Philippe delighted audiences at
the 2002 Fringe Festival Tour,
motivating and inspiring his
fellow actors along the way.

Philippe Gagnon (top)
Ruth Bieber (middle)
Marnie Schaetti (bottom)

As Artistic Director of Inside Out
Integrated Theatre, Ruth Bieber
worked tirelessly to create a
learning environment—unique
in Canada—that is accepting,
challenging and very, very fun.
Ruth’s theatre programs inspire
participants to take risks, an
empowering experience that
extends well beyond performance
night. With Ruth’s guidance and
vision, her acting troupes have
been able to share personal life
dramas that break down myths
and barriers. Ruth’s real message:
we are more alike than different.

Marnie Schaetti enjoys working
with others to facilitate incredible
growth, excitement and activity.
Marnie helped drive the
successful merger of the Alberta
Association of Adult Literacy
and the Literacy Coordinators
of Alberta into Literacy Alberta.
Marnie served as executive
director of Literacy Alberta for
a number of years, supporting
learners in Calgary and across
the province. Marnie is a
dedicated lifelong learner whose
commitment has transformed our
learning landscape.
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We ourselves feel that what we are
doing is just a drop in the ocean.
But the ocean would be less because
of that missing drop.
Mother Teresa
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Janice Shaw

Audrey Gates

Adult Learner

Instructor/Facilitator

Janice Shaw’s passion for
learning is rooted in her
drive to succeed against
all odds.

Intervener Audrey Gates
has a gift for bringing
light to her deafblind
clients.

As a single mother with a severe
learning disability and no high
school diploma, Janice Shaw
craved a better life for herself
and her child. Using education as
a stepping-stone, she earned her
BSW at the University of Calgary,
where she also spearheaded the
creation of services for learning
disabled students. Janice is
now a counselor at the Epilepsy
Association where she continues
to be a lifelong learner, mentor
and role model for others
overcoming obstacles.

Audrey Gates is an intervenor
for the deafblind. Working with
individual clients, Audrey builds
relationships based on mutual
respect and care. She has touched
many colleagues and clients with
her skill and dedication as she
helps the deafblind understand
and interact with the world.
Continuing in her advocacy role,
she is a founding member of the
Intervener Association of Alberta.

Celia Osenton

Designer/Director

Mother, grandmother and
Certified Canadian Family
Educator Celia Osenton
believes parenting and
learning go hand in hand.

Celia Osenton’s passion is to
provide access to quality parenting
education for all interested
Calgarians. Her dedication and
expertise over the last 25 years have
been key in helping to design and
direct award winning parenting
education classes. Celia is also
a leader in several groups that
promote how strong families can
help to build healthy communities.

Conrad Murphy
Designer/Director

Conrad Murphy’s push for
excellence in workplace
learning is making a
difference.

Conrad Murphy is passionate about
workplace learning. As leader of
the Business Development division
at Bow Valley College, Conrad
is nationally recognized as a
community educator, partnership
builder, policy influencer and
researcher in developing essential
skills testing tools and curricula in
this vital area of learning.

Janice Shaw (top)
Audrey Gates (upper middle)
Celia Osenton (lower middle)
Conrad Murphy (bottom)
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If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn
more, do more and become more, you are a leader.
John Quincy Adams

2001

Roy Pentland (top)
Geri Marentette (middle)
Desiree Lopez (bottom)

Roy Pentland

Geri Marentette

Desiree Lopez

Adult Learner

Instructor/Facilitator

Designer/Director

Roy Pentland didn’t settle
for taking one course, he
decided to try them all.

Geri Marentette is in the
business of changing lives
and restoring hope.

The Transitional Vocational
Program (TVP) at Mount
Royal College offers a variety
of programs for adults with
developmental disabilities,
and Roy Pentland has been
an enthusiastic and successful
learner in every course TVP has
had to offer him. While working
full time, Roy is now giving back
to the learning community as a
volunteer assistant in the TVP
driver’s education course.

Geri Marentette was the
coordinator of the Bridges
Program at the Elizabeth Fry
Society. Working with women in
conflict with the law, Geri has
helped countless women make
permanent and profound changes
in their lives. She is also a strong
collaborator outside her program,
building bridges with community
partners that benefit learners.

Desiree Lopez fuses
theory, imagination and
a grassroots approach
to enable immigrant
and refugee women to
become leaders in their
homes and communities.

Desiree Lopez may not have set
out to build an internationally
acclaimed literacy program, but
with her tenacity, vision and
creative approach, that’s exactly
what she accomplished. Desiree
is the designer of “Pebbles in the
Sand” at the Calgary Immigrant
Women’s Association. Her
creative program design and
ongoing leadership have had
huge impact, helping immigrant
and refugee women who face the
toughest of challenges to realize
their dreams.
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By learning you will teach;
by teaching you will understand.
Latin Proverb
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Candace Soul

John Johnson

Wilma Rubens

Adult Learner

Instructor/Facilitator

Instructor/Facilitator

Candace puts soul into
learning and inspires
others to do the same.

Mechanic-turnedinstructor John Johnson
teaches automotive
skills—and life lessons.

Wilma Rubens’
compassion and
commitment to adult
learning are key to her
success.

Candace Soul has spent her
lifetime learning. She has
completed coursework in
business, fitness and recreation,
academics, alternative medicine
and family life. Striving for
balance, Candace is as likely
to study the latest computer
technologies as ancient eastern
healing practices. Her goal is to
pursue learning opportunities
that benefit herself and her
community, including volunteer
training with the Parent
Development Centre to assist
families in crisis. Candace’s
passion for learning is an
inspiration to us all.

Working with young adults
at Motive-Action Training
Foundation, John strives to
provide the best possible learning
experience for his students, many
who find themselves at significant
crossroads in their lives. Highly
commended by coworkers and
students alike, John provides an
unfailingly disciplined, organized
and safe learning environment.
An everyday hero, John brings
care and compassion to the
classroom, accepting nothing but
the best from himself and others.

Wilma Rubens is a dedicated life
skills facilitator who helps diverse
learners build on their strengths
and develop their potential.
Specializing in conflict resolution,
parent education and life writing,
she has the capacity to build
relationships with compassion
and wisdom. Wilma is a writer
and has a story in the anthology
“The Story That Brought Me Here
– To Alberta From Everywhere”.

Candace Soul (top)
John Johnson (middle)
Wilma Rubens (bottom)
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COMMENTS:

“Receiving the life time learning award was a
great honour for me. To have a plaque I could
display in my office with the saying “ life
of learning award” was such a gift I was so
proud to display. It was amazing to be given
an award to celebrate me and my achievements, …… After reading the letters written
for my nomination package I never doubted
myself again. It gave me pride and self appreciation that to this day stays with me.”
Janice Shaw

“I was honoured to receive the LOLA a few
years ago. It was the first award that I ever
received for the work that we do in the area
of essential skills assessment and training. The recognition from peers provided an
affirmation that we were on the right track
when we developed the TOWES assessment
products.”
Conrad Murphy

“As a LOLA recipient I would just have to say
what I said when I accepted the award – that
it is an honour and a humbling experience to
be recognized by one’s peers. It makes me
feel less like I am working in isolation; that
something I’m working on might be making a
difference… And it makes me feel like I am
part of a larger community of people working in Calgary to make a difference in our
clients’ lives.”
Belle Auld

“The LOLA award can be an acronym for Love
of Life Award. As a facilitator I am involved
in the education and personal growth of each
woman who attends Pebbles in the Sand classes. The award is a statement that reminds me
to keep on with learning new tasks so I can
encourage each woman to learn anything she
may wish to discover.”
Linda Faulkner

“There is so much talent in the field of
adult education that to be offered this
recognition celebrates not only an individual
achievement, but the collective and collaborative nature of what we do.”
Diane Hardy
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My joy in accepting this award is enlarged by
the memories of all the continuing education
instructors who made this possible. Whenever
I had a gap in education that needed filling or
a desire for fun (singing, sewing, investing)
there were accessible and innovative continuing education courses available to me. Thank
you Calgary Learns. Your mission has made so
much of my fulfilling life possible.
Fenna Schaapman

“I am humbled by receiving this honour. As the
Executive Director of eCampusAlberta, I have
been privileged to play a part in increasing
access to learning opportunities for adults in
Calgary and across the province. Our success
is only made possible through the hard work,
dedication and commitment to learning that
our team, our stakeholders and our members
provide.”

“As a ‘mere volunteer tutor’ I was deeply
moved and encouraged that I had been chosen
from amongst many professionals in the
adult literacy field. It was affirming to me
how valuable my efforts are in helping adults
improve their literacy skills. On a week by
week basis sometimes progress is quite slow,
and there’s a feeling of “Why do I continue to
do this?” But then along comes the recognition that yes, I am making a difference and
this makes this all worthwhile.”
Peter Cutting

“The LOLA awards give valuable recognition
to talented facilitators who spend many
hours in preparation and are committed to
encouraging their students to live to the
fullest.”

“The challenge for directors of Family Education programs is to design a course that
is attractive, informative and is perceived
to take a ‘new’ approach to issues. In my
opinion The LOLA award for Designer/Director
provides encouragement for all who work in
the field, to design such innovative programs that will motivate parents to attend
and ultimately result in improved parenting
practices. The award also acknowledges the
effort involved behind the titles advertised,
and the importance of the work being done
in our community.”

Wilma G. Rubens

Celia Osenton

Tricia Donovan
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Calgary Learns would like to
thank the following individuals
for their hard work in making
the LOLA Storybook a reality:
Fran Kimmel, Author LOLA Profiles:
Fran has been a long time friend of
Calgary Learns serving as a member of
the Board and contributing her time
and expertise to a variety of agency
projects. Fran’s ability to capture the
essence of the LOLA recipients with her
thoughtful prose is key to making the
LOLA storybook sing.
Wesley Pohl, Graphic Designer:
Wes is a talented graphic designer and
photographer who first worked with
Calgary Learns in helping the agency
with the design of their new logo and
brand. Wes’s vision for the layout of the
storybook and the LOLA logo helped to
make this project come to life.
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